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Part 3 in the Summer Unplugged Series. This is a 19,000 word novella.When Jace accepts a job

that has him traveling all over the country, Bayleigh wonders how their relationship can survive on

random text messages and intermittent phone calls. Frustrated by his popularity on Facebook and

jealous of all the parties he's attending, she finds comfort and friendship in Chase, the guy who just

moved in next door.The Entire SeriesBook 1 - Summer UnpluggedBook 2 - Autumn UnlockedBook

3 - Winter UntoldBook 4 - Spring UnleashedBook 5 - The Beginning of Forever (a novel)Book 6 -

Autumn AdventureBook 7 - Winter WonderfulBook 8 - The Girl with my Heart (a novel from Jace's

point of view)Book 9 â€“ Autumn AwakeningBook 10 â€“ Winter WhirlwindPlus the spin-off

series:The Summer SeriesSummer AloneSummer TogetherSummer ApartSummer

ForeverJettâ€™s SeriesBelieve in MeBelieve in UsBelieve in Forever
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So far this has been a fine read. I would recommend this for either right- before- bed, or on the

beach, a quiet afternoon, etc. There are quite a few dynamic features to the story line. A few twists

and tunes, and the characters are pretty well developed. There are a few parts that could be edited

slightly better, but I do know most authors on here prefer for their readers to help them out in this

aspect.It was not hard reading by any means, but it was also not an elementary level book. Be

prepared for some love scenes. But honestly, sometimes they do add to the storyline, right?I hope

to either purchase more in this series (if there is one) or get the author motivated to write more! Not

that this was left with just a cliffhanger or anything, I have just loved how the storyline was

developed, and would love to know where this could head into the future. Knowing how the

characters have developed, interacted, and have grown leaves me with a lot of hope for more. I

always love series/ books where there is a spin- off into a similar setting, but with acquaintances

that the characters had, or will have.Overall, this is a great value and I would highly recommend it. It

is a great value for the price, and it simply cannot be beat! I will be purchasing more from this author

in the future, and look forward to new releases.

Winter Untold is a book that is very easy to follow along. If you are having trouble in relationships,

this a good book that will tell you everything you want to hear. I personally would love to be Bayleigh

in the story. She gets the dream boy all of us teens want. I recommend this book to any teen, but

especially ones who enjoy love stories. After you find you enjoyed it, you will be glad to know there

are plenty more. Its really something to look forward to. I encourage all to get this book! Its worth the

time.

Maybe listening made it worse than it is because I also bought the audio of this book? Or is it me?

The heroine gets worse in her jealousy. As a matter of fact it gets old and juvenile. I know this is YA

genre, but the heroine does not have to be this asinine. We have heroines who are younger or her

age in books who are superbly structured than Bayleigh.

I was hoping that by now Bayleigh would have get her self together and stop being such a

whinnying cry baby, seriously! That girl is annoy, love the drama. Jace as always wayyyy to good

and patience for her. I'm so getting tired of her but I am almost done with the series and can't stop

now, really hope she grows and mature a little in the 4th book.

Excellent



This is a great book. I would recommend this to a lot of my friends. In fact I have seven if they won't

read it I told them y I liked it. It is one of my favorite books/series. Amy sparkling is a great author

this book is so great.

That is all I can think while reading this book. The main character is a Spoiled little brat. I keep

reading thinking she will have an epiphany and finally grow up, but instead she keeps getting

everything she wants and everyone just puts up with her and indulges her every whim. I am

thoroughly annoyed.

Best book ever read all three it is so writhe the dollar a book trust me!!! Just read and you won't

want to stop. It was hard for me to find books I like and I found it.
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